SAFEWOLF is a community driven project built on Binance Smart Chain #BSC. Two functions occur during each trade: Reflection & Burn. SAFEWOLF brings the most revolutionary mechanism to BSC ecosystem.

The DeFi space has exploded in the recent months. Yield Farming, Staking and Liquidity Mining have taken the space by storm, with participants earning by basically "locking" their tokens for a time.

While generally great, these concepts have one downside: impermanent loss (IL). If you are farming/staking and the value of the underlying token changes significantly, even though you still get rewards, the value will far less than if you simply held your tokens.

This is what SAFEWOLF aims to accomplish:

- You don’t have to farm, stake or deposit your SAFEWOLF.
- Simply hold $SW in your wallet and you will get more!

$SW is the utility native token works completely decentralized, non-profit, allowing buyers to own millions of $SW token and the price is determined by community with a smart buying and selling mechanism that the more token the owners have, the more value the owners create.

**Key features**

In each trade, the transaction is taxed a 8% fee, which is split 2 ways.

- 4% fee will be burnt to deflation the total supply to create more value for token holder and support for the price increase sustainably
- 4% fee will be distributed to all $SW holders to create great value and benefit for holders
Everyone fear of inflation, and so do we. In order to prevent the $SW token from inflationary, we’ve employed several methods:

- **Daily burn:** 4% of total token will be burned daily in the first 7 days after launching
- **Dev token lock:** Dev token will be locked for 1 years on Team.Finance by Trustswap
- **Pre-sale token lock:** Only 20% of presale token are transferred to presale holder. The rest will be locked on dxsale and can only be unlocked under specific criteria (refer to the token sale part)

**Sustainable development**

75% of pre-sale BNB will be add to liquidity and locked by DxSale for for 6 months.

**Dump Prevention Mechanism**

Safewolf invent a new Dump Prevention Mechanism so the token’s price always increases.

**Transparency and Trust**

Safewolf believe that Trust is the most crucial part of every project so our project will make everything as Transparent as possible to increase the Trust of our investor.

**Smart Deflationary Mechanism To Prevent Price Dump**

Everyone fear of inflation, and so do we. In order to prevent the $SW token from inflationary, we’ve employed several methods:

- **Daily burn:** 4% of total token will be burned daily in the first 7 days after launching
- **Dev token lock:** Dev token will be locked for 1 years on Team.Finance by Trustswap
- **Pre-sale token lock:** Only 20% of presale token are transferred to presale holder. The rest will be locked on dxsale and can only be unlocked under specific criteria (refer to the token sale part)

**Innovation**

$SW token holder benefit: To bring the most value and benefit for Fan of $SW holder, 4% of every transaction is taken and re-distributed to all $SW holders.

**TOKENOMICS**

Token supply: $100,000,000,000,000,000 $SW

- Private sale: 20%
  
  20,000,000,000,000,000

- Presale: 40%
  
  40,000,000,000,000,000

- Foundation: 4%
  
  4,000,000,000,000,000 - Lock 3 years

- Bounty and airdrop: 1%
  
  1,000,000,000,000,000

- Telegram shilling campaign: 0.5%
  
  500,000,000,000,000

- Reddit shilling campaign: 0.25%
  
  250,000,000,000,000

- Twitter shilling campaign: 0.25%
  
  250,000,000,000,000

- Burn: 4%
  
  4,000,000,000,000,000

- Add liquid on Pancake: 30%
  
  30,000,000,000,000,000 - Lock pool 6 months

www.SafeWolf.io
**TOKEN SALE MODEL**

### PRIVATE SALE ROUND
- **Percentage:** 20%
- **Price:** $SW
  - 1 BNB = 150,000,000,000,000 $SW
- **Number of token sale:** 20,000,000,000,000
- **Release at launch:** 20%
- **Vesting:**
  - Each 10% of SW will be released when SW reach following wallet holders:
    - 500 wallet holders
    - 1000 wallet holders
    - 2000 wallet holders
    - 3000 wallet holders
    - 5000 wallet holders
    - 7000 wallet holders
    - 10000 wallet holders

### PRESALE ROUND
- **Percentage:** 40%
- **Price:** $SW
  - 1 BNB = 100,000,000,000,000 $SW
- **Number of token sale:** 60,000,000,000,000
- **Release at launch:** 20%
- **Vesting:**
  - Each 10% of SW will be released when SW reach following wallet holders:
    - 500 wallet holders
    - 1000 wallet holders
    - 2000 wallet holders
    - 3000 wallet holders
    - 5000 wallet holders
    - 7000 wallet holders
    - 10000 wallet holders
    - 15000 wallet holders

---

**ROADMAP**

**Q1 2021**
- **PROTOCOL INITIALIZED**
  - We prepared the main features and completed the R&D

**Q2 2021**
- **LAUNCH ON PANCAKESWAP**
  - Partnership with listing sites:
    - Coinmarketcap
    - CoinGecko
    - Blockfolio
  - Beta Safewolf Swap launch

**Q3 2021**
- **PARTNERSHIP**
  - Listing on centralized exchanges in terms of MXC, Hotbit, Kucoin...

**Q4 2021**
- **MARKETING**
  - More marketing to promote the project.
  - Safewolf Swap launching
  - Partnerships works

---
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